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This page is from a Argentinean National university Informatics Department, the univesity is
called Universidad Nacional de Quilmes ( Nacional Quilmes University )and the department
Secretaria de Comunicación y tecnologias de Informacíon ( Communication and IT Department
).

Here the department tells to the university comunity the new features which are able to them
and which are the informatics problems which the university are suffering.
The site also gives fast access to all the Univesity web based systems.

You can check the page inhttp://sertec.unq.edu.ar

This page is the starting of a migration from all the web systems of the university to XOOPS (
multisite ).

The design follows the idea and colors of the University main oficial page ( which in the future
will be also done in XOOPS ).
All the pages are in SPANISH... ( sorry for the other people ) because it is the native language
from argentina.

Please tell us what do you think about the site... THX!!
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